Formentera responds to Madrid's call for cutting-edge initiatives
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The Formentera Council has unveiled its contribution to an initiative called 'Islas Inteligentes'
(smart islands) launched by the state-run Red.es website, an outgrowth of the Ministry of
Industry, Energy and Tourism. Formentera's proposal, entitled «Formentera, the smallest but
the smartest», is founded on the principle of using next generation technology to preserve our
surroundings and improve public services.

The head of the new technologies department, Rafael González, said the 'Islas Inteligentes' call
for applications had been an opportunity to breathe life into projects «that we'd worked on but
never made public due to budgetary restrictions».

According to Councillor González, «if the Ministry wanted to use the proposed projects it would
be a giant step forward. It would be an opportunity to implement initiatives that were imagined
for some point in the future». He continued, «we're realistic though. We tailored the bid
competitively, but know we're up against some steep competition».

Among the many measures proposed in the bid, there is the idea of installing scales in rubbish
bins that would warn collection vans in those cases a bin is only partially full, hence saving vans
a pointless journey. Another proposes advising travellers of the time before a bus arrives. A
third suggests dimming pavement street lamps when no pedestrians are detected. Still another
proposes allowing residents to carry out municipal formalities on the Internet.

The Council estimates the initiatives would require a budget, tax included, of 1,932,642 euros.
'Islas Inteligentes' set the maximum budget at 10 million euros per project. Councillor González
explained Formentera's decision to keep the figure low «came from our desire to make
something both financially-solvent and realistic». He continued: «More than a letter to Father
Christmas, we wanted to draft proposals of projects we knew we could implement and maintain.
Projects in keeping with what we try to promote here on the island: respect for the natural
surroundings and tranquility».
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